1st Baskin Training Conference in Freiburg

Date
June 8-9, 2019 (Saturday & Sunday)

Location
Montessori Zentrum ANGELL, Dieter-Wetterauer-Sporthalle, Hummelstr. 6, 79100 Freiburg

Catering
Drinks and a small snack

Please bring
Sportswear and indoor sports shoes with non-marking soles

Registration & Contact

Register by May 31st
www.baskin-freiburg.eu

Costs
Participation Fee 40€
(Members of the Montessori Zentrum ANGELL and Catholic University of Applied Sciences Freiburg: free of charge)

Project Leader of Baskin-Freiburg
Florian Kiuppis | T 0761 - 200 1550
florian.kiuppis@kh-freiburg.de
Baskin is an innovative sport with the objective to create an activity for all, that literally everyone can participate in and enjoy to the fullest extent of their abilities. This entirely inclusive sport is inspired by basketball and has modified rules which allow anyone to take part in the game in a meaningful way. In many sports that are considered “inclusive”, it is the participant that needs to adapt to the rules and existing structures, while Baskin is designed in a way that the game adapts to the diversity of the people participating.

*Antonio BODINI*, President of the Associazione Baskin, the umbrella organization of this sport, based in Cremona (Italy)

*Dr. Alexy VALET*, Training Manager/Referent of International Development of the Associazione Baskin